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One of the problens associated with the devlcement of hio'c-
enthalsy hypersonic test facilities hos been the determination of 
nozzle flow rroperties. This note presents a technique for deter-
Thing the flow properLies of air in an equilibrium, nonequilihniun, 
or frozen state using two test se;tion measurements. 
A knowledge of two stagr at-Lan pro perties is req uired before the 
technique can be aeplied. The stagnation pressure Can be measured, 
and reference 1 offers a mathed. for determirin stognation enthalpy. 
Results •of the calculations us5rg the method of reference 1 are 
presented in reference 2 in a chart (chart 21) ihjch can be readily 
used to daterrrine the st.gntic
	 i1.oy from neasurements of 
stagnation rressure, mass ficu of ir throu c h the tunnel, and throat 
diameter. Excerimental enthalpie: obtained using the. method of 
reference 1 have been comoared with those obtained using an -nery-
balance technique for 50 runs in a small hy personic arc-heated 
tunnel of the Rih-Te.rnperature Fluid ièchancs Section of the NASA, 
Langley Research Center, and were found o
	 within 4 percent. 
In i11.ustrating the technouo for	 nozzle flo 
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Although the foflowing discussion is based on the measurement of 
these two pressures, the technique would still be applicable if 
any two test section properties, such as velocity, s peed of sound, 
density, temperature •or even the shock detachment distnce, were 
known. The key to the techniq ue is to construct a chart such as 
figure 1. Figure 1 presents calculated curves of thi variation 
of stagnation pressure behind a normal shock with free-stream static 
oressure for equilibrium, noneq uulibrium, and frozen flow; The 
eq uilibrium curve can be calcule.ted by using the method described 
in reference 3. The frozen (frozen reactions and frozen vibrations) 
results were calculated assuming air to be composed of 23 per cent 
oxygen ind 77 per cent nitrogen (see reference 4). The nonequili-
brium calculations were made by using BrayTs approximate method 
(see reference 5), which assumes the air is in eQuilibrium Un to 
a point and then freezes rapidly, remaining frozen until passing 
through a normal shock, wheace it returns to a state of equilibrium. 
Bray indicates that the assum ption of enuilibrium flow behind the 
shock is reasonable. The methods of references 3 and 4 were Llsed 
to calculate the e q uilibrium arid frozen parts of the nonequLLibrium 
flo•i recpnctiely. Points of freezing were chosen at effective area 
ratios, A/A*, of 1, 2, ar±d 4. Measurement of the free-stream static 
pressure and the stagnation pressure behind a normal shock enanles 
the curve corresponding to the state of the flow to be determined 
from figure 1. (If the shock detachment distance and stagnation 
pressure behind a normal shock are the measured quantities in the 
test section, then the state of the flow could be determined from 
a figure showing the variataon or shock detachment distance with
-3---
stagnation pressure behind a normal shock for euilibriur, non-
oouilibrium, and frozen flow.) Several additional measurements 
along the axis of the nozzle of the stagnation pressure behind 
a normal shock and the static pressure, will determine if a non-
equilibrium expansion remains frozen to the sme degree along 
the nozzle, thus giving a check on Bray's assumption of rapid 
freezin. The effective, area ratio corresnonding to the pressure 
measurements can also be determined from figure 1. Once the effec:-
tive area ratio is kno\ .rn, the flow properties, the effective boundary 
layer displacemant thickness, and the size of the test 8core' Con 
be determined. 
The flow properties can be obtained from plots such as figure 
2. This figure presents the variation o.f free-stream Mach number 
with static pressure for equilibrium, nonecuilibrium, and frozen flow. 
(Similar plots can be constructed for other flow properties.) Once 
the free-stream static nressure has been measured and the state of 
the air determined from figure 1, Mach number can he obtained by 
use of figure 2.
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